
VERITAS Rachel - Everything on Board

SCHMETZ INSIDE

The 32 stitch programs help to create an individual unique piece from each sewing 
project. 

This also includes the 1-step automatic buttonhole mechanism, the integrated thread 
trimmer and the glare-free LED sewing light. The decorative stitches, elastic stitches 
and overlock stitches can be individually adjusted in stitch width and length.

Strength can be so gentle

When you’re working with heavy fabrics like cord or denim, you need a sewing machine 
that can take the strain. The powerful motor in the VERITAS Rachel runs so quietly and 
with such low vibration, that you’ll both stay cool and relaxed even after hours of sewing. 
The machine is also very gentle on delicate materials such as satin and chiffon. Every 
stitch programme can be further modified in stitch length and width to guarantee opti-
mal suitability for different materials and can be carried out quickly and easily with two 
setting buttons. A maximum of 5 mm in length and width offer flexibility to implement 
your own ideas to perfection.

We‘ve got everything covered

Sewing with stretchy materials like jersey can present a particular chal- lenge; on the 
one hand the material is very delicate and ladders can form, so professionals always 
recommend using a stretch needle with a rounded head. It is also important to pay 
particular attention to certain points, because the seam should be both durable and as 
elastic as the fabric itself. VERITAS Rachel has the perfect solution: the overlock stitch, 
which is ideally suited for elastic materials and which also keeps the seams tight on 
extremely stretchy jeans. The overlock stitch also neatens the seam, as it sews over the 
edge thus preventing the material from fraying, and ensures a good edge guide. And in 
a single action!

Buttonhole made easy

Thanks to the 1-step automatic buttonhole mechanism, which creates professional loo-
king buttonholes in one go, you save a lot of time. This allows you to think about new 
looks in peace and quiet and to come up with unusual ideas.
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Country of origin:  Vietnam

EAN:   7640105924561

Pieces per pallet:  35

Packaging dimensions:  42.5 x 22.0 x 34.7 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC: 780 / 1620 / 1890 pcs

Net weight:   6.24 kg

Gross weight:  6.94 kg

Machine dimensions:                        39 x 17 x 30 cm

Tariff of duties:                                  84521019

Further information

5 SCHMETZ needles

All purpose presser foot

Zipper foot

Buttonhole foot

Brush

Seam ripper

Felt Pads

Accessories

32 stitch programmes, including overlocking and decorative stitches

1-step automatic buttonhole function

Speed (R.P.M.): 750 +/-50

High torque for stiff materials

Sewing zippers possible

Integrated threader

Built-in thread cutter

Stitch length from 1.0 to 5.0 mm

Stitch width from 0.0 to 5.0 mm

Automatic bobbin winder

Handy free arm

Integrated detachable accessory box

Specifications

There is hardly a book written in the 20th 
century that has changed our view of the 
world to such an extent as “The Silent 
Spring” by Rachel Carson, which triggered 
an almost worldwide ban on the insecticide 
DDT and launched the environmental mo-
vement. Published in 1962, the book now 
marks the turning point of the relationship 
between man and nature, and today we hu-
mans no lon- ger see ourselves as the rulers 
and masters of nature, but as the conservers 
and protectors of our natural environment. 
This fundamental change in our thinking 
would have happened much later without 
Rachel Carson.

The mother of the environ-
mental movement

Address / Company stamp

Edge guide

Spool holder

3 bobbins

Screwdriver

Embroidery and darning plate

Second spool pin
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